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A sheer delight! Nicole cute lace underwear Trunfio reveals her racy lingerie
beneath a see-through silk dress as she enjoys belated Maldives honeymoon with Gary
Clark Jr.

View womens black lingerie comments

lingerie wholesa leuk

She's been celebrating a romance-filled belated honeymoon in the Maldives with
husband of one year Gary Clark Jr.

And on Saturday, Nicole Trunfio, 31, sported yet another raunchy outfit from the
lavish vacation, daring-to-bare her ample assets in a see-through lace gown.

In the hours prior to the loved-up snap, the model documented her entire lazy day,
including breathtaking vision of he luxury surrounds.

Scroll down for video 

Romantic! On Saturday, Nicole Trunfio, sported yet another raunchy outfit from her
lavish Maldives honeymoon with Gary Clark Jr.

Captioning the romantic night-time snap 'dinner for two on the island,' she clutched
her hunky hubby and shot a sensual stare.
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Covering her modesty in nothing but a tiny two-piece bikini, Nicole flaunted her
side-profile in the low-light snap. 

RELATED ARTICLES Previous 1 Next Steaming up the camera lens! Nicole Trunfio flaunts
her pert... Nicole Trunfio shows off curvy beach booty while... 'Mrs Clark': Nicole
Trunfio stuns in skimpy white bikini as... An open-air bathroom, butler on-hand,
homemade ice cream and... Share this article Share Looking cool and carefree beside
her, Gary sported a wide-brimmed hat, exposing a bit of skin himself as he popped a
few buttons on his navy shirt.

The lover's feet were met by soft white sand in the picture, with a romantic table
setting behind them ready to enjoy after the mandatory couple's snap.

On closer inspection: Shortly after, the 31-yer-old gave fans an even closer look at
her daring lacy outfit, pictured sitting on a rusty wooden swing

Shortly after, Nicole gave fans an even closer look at her daring lacy outfit,
pictured sitting on a rusty wooden swing.

With a glass of wine in hand, even the stunning model looked impressed with her
ensemble, appearing to ogle her own cleavage with a down-cast gaze.

The romantic evening was the icing on the cake for her 'epic day,' which the beauty
documented in-full for followers.

After a lazy nap in a hammock suspended over crystalline water by two trees, Nicole
flashed her stunning bikini and makeup free complexion in a mirror selfie.

'Epic' day: The romantic evening was the icing on the cake for her 'epic day,' which
the beauty documented in-full for followers, beginning with a nap in a hammock
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Get a hold of your selfie! Nicole flashed her stunning bikini and makeup free
complexion in a mirror selfie

Breathtaking! Hours later, video showed traversing their simply breathtaking floating
accommodation by bicycle

 Nice view! Sipping what looked like a fruity cocktail, Gary pedalled beside Nicole,
who spun the camera to show the rows-upon-rows of tiny wooden huts that were raised
above the water 

Hours later, video showed traversing their simply breathtaking floating
accommodation by bicycle.

Sipping what looked like a fruity cocktail, Gary pedalled beside Nicole, who spun
the camera to show the rows-upon-rows of tiny wooden huts that were raised above the
water by stilts.

Flaunting her slender frame once again in the next snap, the beauty wore a plunging
silk crop top and tiny cutoff denim jeans.

Completing the outfit with wide-brimmed glasses and a slouch hat, she stood in-front
of a mural board made from a tree, which emerged from clear blue water below.

Silky smooth: Flaunting her slender frame once again in the next snap, the beauty
wore a plunging silk crop top and tiny cutoff denim jeans

Epic end: As the sun went down, Nicole was pictured from behind, staring into the
pink and orange-hued sky behind her
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As the sun went down, Nicole was pictured from behind, staring into the pink and
orange-hued sky behind her. 

Nicole and her new husband have been busy snapping shots from their picturesque
holiday since arriving earlier in the week. 

The holiday marks the couple's long-overdue honeymoon, having exchanged vows last
April in a lavish Palm Springs ceremony.

Jetting to the popular Maldives islands for the escape, the duo have been staying at
the Soneva Fushi and Soneva Jani resorts at a cost $2504 AUD a night. 

Swim good: The beauty has been sharing raunchy snaps almost hourly during her lavish
vacation

Long time coming: The holiday marks the couple's long-overdue honeymoon, having
exchanged vows last April in a Palm Springs ceremony

Lovers: The genetically blessed lovers are regular seen cutting stunning figures on
awards show red carpets and gala events 
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